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NEW QUESTION: 1
ベースラインプラットフォーム構成で、変更承認者が通常の変更の承認を拒否した場合、変更の状
態はどのように設定されますか？
A. 評価
B. 新規
C. 拒否されました
D. クローズ済み不完全
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option D
B. Option A
C. Option B
D. Option C
Answer: C
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
After an engineer configures an EtherChannel between switch SW1 and switch SW2, this error
message is logged on switch SW2.
Based on the output from SW1 and the log message received on Switch SW2, what action
should the engineer take to resolve this issue?
A. Correct the configuration error on interface Gi0/0 switch SW1.
B. Define the correct port members on the EtherChannel on switch SW1.
C. Connect the configuration error on interface Gi0/1 on switch SW1.
D. Configure the same protocol on the EtherChannel on switch SW1 and SW2.
Answer: D

Explanation:
Explanation
In this case, we are using your EtherChannel without a negotiation protocol. As a result, if the
opposite switch is not also configured for EtherChannel operation on the respective ports,
there is a danger of a switching loop.
The EtherChannel Misconfiguration Guard tries to prevent that loop from occuring by disabling
all the ports bundled in the EtherChannel.

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to deploy a new version of the Label Maker application.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence?
To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and
arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Create an alias of the image with fully qualified path to the registry
Log in to the registry and push image
Restart the cluster.
Topic 5, Case Study: 5Background
Requirements
You are a developer for Proseware, Inc. You are developing an application that applies a set of
governance policies for Proseware's internal services, external services, and applications. The
application will also provide a shared Horary for common functionality.
Policy service
You develop and deploy a stateful ASP.NET Core 21 web application named Policy service to an
Azure App Service Web App. The application reacts to events from Azure Event Grid and
performs policy actions based on those events.
The application must include the Event Grid Event ID field in all Application Insights telemetry.
Policy service must use Application Insights to automatically scale with the number of policy
actions that it is performing.
Policies
Log policy
All Azure App Service Wet) Apps must write logs to Azure Blob storage. All tog files should be
saved to a container named logdrop. Logs must remain in the container for 15 days.
Authentication events
Authentication events are used to monitor users signing in and signing out All authentication
events must be processed by PoScy service Sign outs must be processed as quickly as possible
Policy Lib You have a shared library named Policy Lib that contains functionality common to all
ASP.NET Core web services and applications. The Policy Lib library must:
* Exclude non-user actions from Application Insights telemetry.
* Provide methods that allow a web service to scale itself.
* Ensure that scaling actions do not disrupt application usage.
Other
Anomaly detection service
You have an anomaly detection service that analyzes log information for anomalies. It is
implemented as an Azure Machine learning model. The model is deployed as a web service.
If an anomaly is detected, an Azure Function that emails administrators is called by using an
HTTP WebHook.

Hearth monitoring
All web applications and services have health monitoring at the /health service endpoint Issues
Policy loss When you deploy Policy service, policies may not be applied if they were m the
process of being applied during the deployment.
Performance issue
When under heavy load, the anomaly detection service undergoes slowdowns and rejects
connections.
Notification latency
Users report that anomaly detection emails can sometimes arrive several minutes after an
anomaly is detected.
App code
EventGridController.cs
Relevant portions of the app files are shown below. Line numbers are included for reference
only and include a two-character prefix that denotes the specific file to which they belong.
LoginEvent.cs
Relevant portions of the app files are shown below. Line numbers are included for reference
only and include a two-character prefix that denotes the specific file to which they belong.
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